PWG – status
Goal: investigate collective flow,
correlations & fluctuations with CBM
Selim MORISSEAU-SEDDIKI
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First tasks to start (update)
Simulations:
1) Comparison of models (UrQMD, SHIELD, HSD, PHSD) with data at FAIR energies:
ex: particle multiplicity, flow & correlations, fluctuations, etc (spectator fragm. in SHIELD)

2) Improve current detector simulations:
ex. for reaction plane & centrality selection studies:
- hadronic shower description in the PSD (G3 -> G4): DONE
- beam pipe model (MB at high y): next (important mostly for PSD event plane reconstruction)
- also: include beam dump (with shielding) + all PID detectors
Event-by-event non-statistical
fluctuation studies
Analysis software development:
1) Centrality selection CBM task
2) Event plane CBM task
10/04/2014

Collective flow studies
3) KF Particle finder
4) Flow analysis CBM task
HBT correlation studies
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First tasks to start (update)
Simulations:
1) Comparison of models (UrQMD, SHIELD, HSD, PHSD) with data at FAIR energies:
ex: particle multiplicity, flow & correlations, fluctuations, etc (spectator fragm. in SHIELD)
Vasily MIKHAYLOV (advisor: Pavel TLUSTY)
2) Improve current detector simulations:
ex. for reaction plane & centrality selection studies:
- hadronic shower description in the PSD (G3 -> G4): DONE
- beam pipe model (MB at high y): next (important mostly for PSD event plane reconstruction)
- also: include beam dump (with shielding) + all PID detectors
Marina GOLUBEVA
Event-by-event non-statistical
fluctuations studie
…
Analysis software development:
1) Centrality selection CBM task
2) Event plane CBM task

Selim MORISSEAU-SEDDIKI
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Collective flow studies
Maksym ZYZAK
3) KF Particle finder
4) Flow analysis CBM task
Selim & …
HBT correlations
studies 3
Dariusz MISKOWIEC

First tasks to start – close connection
with theoreticians
Simulations:
1) Comparison of models (UrQMD, SHIELD, HSD, PHSD) with data at FAIR energies:
ex: particle multiplicity, flow & correlations, fluctuations, etc (spectator fragm. in SHIELD)

Regular discussions (emails & in persons) since Februrary with:
Elena Bratkovskaya, Hannah Petersen, Nikolai Sobolevski, Konstantin Gudima, Marcus Bleicher
Crucial for:
- input parameters of models in simulations
- model updates
- physics cases (a first informal meeting is planned on Tuesday 15/04)

10/04/2014
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Task dependencies for flow studies
Continuous effort

Event generators

Centrality selection (first: other tasks with MC b-impact)
unsolved pb
KF particle finder
EventPlane

First version:
Done

On-going

Systematic flow studies (E, b, etc)
including particle reconstruction

Flow analysis
First version:
(almost) done

Improvement & maintenance
of flow analysis code

Detailed systematic study for reaction plane reconstruction
& v1/v2 correction factor estimation (sub-event method)
On-going
10/04/2014
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First tasks to start (update)
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Vasily MIKHAYLOV (advisor: Pavel TLUSTY)
2) Improve current detector simulations:
ex. for reaction plane & centrality selection studies:
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- beam pipe model (MB at high y): next (important mostly for PSD event plane reconstruction)
- also: include beam dump (with shielding) + all PID detectors
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fluctuation studies
Analysis software development:
1) Centrality selection CBM task
2) Event plane CBM task
10/04/2014

Collective flow studies
3) KF Particle finder
4) Flow analysis CBM task
HBT correlation studies
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UrQMD vs SHIELD vs HSD vs AGS data
Proton v1 vs rapidity in semi-peripheral collisions
(5 fm < B < 7 fm, 0.1 GeV/c < pT < 2 GeV/c)
Au(8 AGeV)+Au

v1

v1

Au(2 AGeV)+Au

See talk of Vasily
MIKHAYLOV (calorimeter
session, 08/04, 10:31)
for details
Particle rapidity (c.m., norm. to Yproj)

Particle rapidity (c.m., norm. to Yproj)

• Good consistency between models and data at SIS100
• Next step: SIS300 energies (comparison with e.g. STAR BES data)
update DCM-QGSM → LA-QGSM for v2 description in SHIELD
after-burner for other models
(add yield comparison!)
10/04/2014
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First tasks to start (update)
Simulations:
1) Comparison of models (UrQMD, SHIELD, HSD, PHSD) with data at FAIR energies:
ex: particle multiplicity, flow & correlations, fluctuations, etc (spectator fragm. in SHIELD)

2) Improve current detector simulations:
ex. for reaction plane & centrality selection studies:
- hadronic shower description in the PSD (G3 -> G4): DONE
- beam pipe model (MB at high y): next (important mostly for PSD event plane reconstruction)
- also: include beam dump (with shielding) + all PID detectors
Marina GOLUBEVA
See my talk (calorimeter session, 08/04, 10:12) for details
Event-by-event non-statistical
fluctuation studies
Analysis software development:
1) Centrality selection CBM task
2) Event plane CBM task
10/04/2014

Collective flow studies
3) KF Particle finder
4) Flow analysis CBM task
HBT correlation studies
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Running conditions & simulation setup
Simulation with CBMROOT + CbmEventPlane & PsdEventData classes
SHIELD Au+Au collisions over the full FAIR energy range @ 2 – 6 – 10 – 15 – 25 – 35 AGeV

Transport with GEANT 4 + physics list FTFP_BERT
Integrated B-field = 1 Tm at Ebeam > = 10 AGeV, reduced at lower energy (down to 0.5 Tm)

10/04/2014

PSD: Z= 8m – 15m
X-shift to let
beam ions pass

Reduced PSD beam hole
9

Au(2 AGeV)+Au

Hit ditribution
on PSD front

Energy measured in PSD
modules/event [GeV]

10/04/2014

Au(35 AGeV)+Au

Hit ditribution
on PSD front

Energy measured in PSD
modules/event [GeV]
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PSD reaction plane resolution

10/04/2014

Impact parameter dependence driven by:
- v1
- multiplicity of particles detected by the PSD
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Reaction plane resolution

High consistency using:
• different input models
• different physics lists in GEANT 4

10/04/2014

• PSD resolutions are satisfactory,
and fairly stable down to about 4 AGeV
(effect of high B-field at low energy)
• STS as an alternative for 1st order
event plane reconstruction at low energy
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Centrality selection
ALICE, Pb-Pb @ √sNN = 2.76 TeV

CBM - Au(2 AGeV)+Au
etc

50-60% most central coll.

40-50%
30-40%

20-30%
10-20%
0-10%

arXiv:1301.4361v2 [nucl-ex] 8 Nov 2013
Non-monotonic centrality dependence of Etotdep
in calorimeters (ZDC, PSD) → use combined detector information
10/04/2014
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Impact parameter resolution
Internal Note/ZDC
ALICE reference number: ALICE-INT-2002-08 V 1.0
Date of last change: 2002-03-05

CBM - Au(2 AGeV)+Au
STS
STS+PSD
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First tasks to start (update)
Simulations:
1) Comparison of models (UrQMD, SHIELD, HSD, PHSD) with data at FAIR energies:
ex: particle multiplicity, flow & correlations, fluctuations, etc (spectator fragm. in SHIELD)

2) Improve current detector simulations:
ex. for reaction plane & centrality selection studies:
- hadronic shower description in the PSD (G3 -> G4): DONE
- beam pipe model (MB at high y): next (important mostly for PSD event plane reconstruction)
- also: include beam dump (with shielding) + all PID detectors
Event-by-event non-statistical
fluctuation studies
Analysis software development:
1) Centrality selection CBM task
2) Event plane CBM task
Selim
10/04/2014

Collective flow studies
3) KF Particle finder
4) Flow analysis CBM task
Selim & …
HBT correlation studies
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Proposed data flow for flow analysis
Reconstruction output

Kparticle Finder
signal
candidates

eventPlane
“PSDEvent" & “STSevent”,
(including event planes
and sub-event planes)

AnaFlow

Graphs: collision impact parameter-, rapidity- & pT-dependences of v1/v2

10/04/2014
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Flow analysis software - principles
3 stages:
Generic TTree creation:
- from generated event (root) files
- from reconstructed events
- from kfparticle finder output (signal candidates)

(Y, pT) histogram creation:
- vn
- #particles
- εreco (acc. + tracking)
→ to correct for inhomogeneous acceptance (& reconstruction efficiency)
→ important in particular for integrated vn estimation
(modular 2D binning)
Graphs creation:
- integrated vn
- rapidity & pT-dependence of vn

Macros & Scripts to use
collision event-wise parallelization
on the GSI cluster

Use case examples (from macro) in bcp slides
Also: macro to draw particle properties: event_diagnostic.C,
10/04/2014
v1/v2 correction factors: graph_RP_subPSD.C, etc
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pT [GeV/c]

Phase space of reconstructed
primary protons in Au(4 AGeV)+Au
(6 fm < B < 8 fm)
STS reconstructed tracks (UrQMD events)

Particle rapidity
10/04/2014

yield

14 160 events
(~ 14% of minimum
bias event sample)
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pT [GeV/c]

Reconstruction efficiency for
primary protons in Au(4 AGeV)+Au
(6 fm < B < 8 fm)
STS reconstructed tracks (UrQMD events)
Reconstruction
efficiency
(Including STS
detector
acceptance)

Particle rapidity
10/04/2014
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Primary proton v1
in Au(4 AGeV)+Au (6 fm < B < 8 fm)
pT [GeV/c]

STS reconstructed tracks (UrQMD events)

v1

Particle rapidity
10/04/2014

• Particle φ w.r.t. PSD event plane
• v1 corrected for reaction
20
plane resolution

Correction factors for v1 in Au(4 AGeV)+Au
done with graph_RP_subPSD.C

10/04/2014
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proton v1 vs rapidity in Au(4 AGeV)+Au
(6 fm < B < 8 fm)

v1

pT > 0.3 GeV/c

• Generation level (UrQMD)
• Reconstructed primary protons (STS)
+ part. φ w.r.t. reco. event plane (PSD)
+ v1 corr. factor (sub-events: STS+PSD)
• Efficiency correction

10/04/2014
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Data flow - Now
Signal candidates

KFPart
MC

RECO

FlowAna*
EP*

INFO
b
RP

MC tracks
PSD Points
10/04/2014

Reco Tracks
PSD hits

EP
* Ideal PID
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Data flow – step 1
Signal candidates

KFPart
MC

RECO

FlowAna*
EP*

INFO
b
RP

MC tracks
PSD Points
10/04/2014

Reco Tracks
PSD hits

EP
* Include
• realistic PID
• Bg & signal
extraction (2 methods)
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Data flow – next step 2
Reco Tracks
PSD hits

Signal candidates, etc
KFPart

MC

RECO

FlowAna
EP*

b-Sel
INFO

b
RP

Mult(STS)
Edep(PSD)

EP, b-Tag

MC tracks
PSD Points
10/04/2014
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First tasks to start
Analysis software development:

Event-by-event non-statistical
fluctuations studies
…

1) Centrality selection CBM task

Collective flow studies
2) Event plane CBM task

KF Particle finder task
Flow analysis CBM task

HBT correlations studies
Dariusz
HBT correlations (first: MC b selection, φ-averaged)
Fluctuations (first: MC b selection)
10/04/2014

Can be started now:
first step: event generator
26

Status
• Detailed study of event generators (Vasily): on-going
→ being done with the help of theoreticians!
• Centrality selection CBM task (Selim): on-going
• Event plane CBM task (Selim): first version finished
• Detailed systematic study for event plane reconstruction (Marina)
+ v1/v2 correction factor estimation (Selim): on-going
• KF Particle Finder (Maksym): unsolved problem
(probably on my side!)
• Flow analysis code: first version (almost) finished
• HBT correlations (Dariusz): to be started
• Event-by-event fluctuations (…): need someone!
Also: in close contact with Ilya SELYUZHENKOV and Anton ANDRONIC
from ALICE → important to keep trace of reality ;)
10/04/2014
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Backup

10/04/2014
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Centrality selection
Au(2 AGeV)+Au - STS

Au(2 AGeV)+Au – STS+PSD
etc

50-60%

40-50%
30-40%

20-30%
10-20%
0-10%

Integrated B-field ~ 0.6 Tm in CBM target region, PSD @ 8m

10/04/2014
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Use case examples in macro
- TTree creation -

CbmAnaFlow* anaFlow = new CbmAnaFlow("anaflow", 1, En);
anaFlow->setMode(mode);
→ mode = 0, 1, 2 for generated events, reconstructed events, signal candidates (resp.)

anaFlow->setBrange(bMIN, bMAX);
→ to parallize centrality-wise
anaFlow->setMCorRECOTrack(1);
→ 1: save reconstructed tracks, 0: save associated MC tracks
→ no effect if mode == 0

10/04/2014
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Use case examples in macro
- 2D histogram creation for eff. correction CbmAnaFlow* anaFlow = new CbmAnaFlow("anaflow", 1, En);
anaFlow->setMode(mode);
→ mode = 4
(→ also mode = 3 to use simple method w/o eff. correction)
anaFlow->setflowHarmoToAnalyse("1"); // or 2 (can be extended to higher harmonics)
anaFlow->setCalcFlowCoef_meth("phifit"); // method: sdt: cosnphi, alternative: phifit
anaFlow->setParticleToAnalyse(211);
anaFlow->setQcut("");

// comment if all particles needed
// "positive"/"negative"/"charged", no cut if not set

anaFlow->useTrackatGen();
anaFlow->setS_BG("signal");
anaFlow->doPrimary();

// use gen. events directly, comment if not wished
// or "bg". Both included when not set
// no effect if useTrackatGen()

anaFlow->setEPmeth("RP");
// or EP_PSD, EP_STS_harmo1, EP_STS_harmo2
anaFlow->setBrange(bMIN, bMAX);
anaFlow->setdoEPCorr(kTRUE);
// this line & below: no effect if "RP"
anaFlow->setFileName_EPcorrFactor(root file with corrected event planes);
anaFlow->setEPsubevent(kTRUE);
10/04/2014
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Use case examples in macro
- Graph creation -

CbmAnaFlow* anaFlow = new CbmAnaFlow("anaflow", 1, En);

anaFlow->setMode(mode);
→ mode = 5
anaFlow->setdoInt_diffvn(1);
→ 0: integrated vn, 1: differential vn (both f(Y) & f(pT)), 2: both int. & diff. vn
anaFlow->setPTrange(0., 2., 4);
anaFlow->setYrange(-1.5, 1.5, 10);
anaFlow->setPTcut(0.3);
anaFlow->setYcut(0.4);

10/04/2014
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Event plane methods

09/04/2014
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Event plane method: PSD
Flow vector Q:
Poskanzer and S. Voloshin,
arXiv:nucl-ex/9805001

Gravity center of the energy deposited in the PSD modules:

Qx = Σ Emodule . Cos (Φmodule)
Ψ1 = tan-1 (Qy / Qx)

Qy = Σ Emodule . Sin (Φmodule)

Qy

Ψ1 := event plane azimuthal angle
ΨRP

Y

ΨRP:= true reaction
plane azimuthal angle

Ψ1
Qx

09/04/2014

X
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Event plane method: STS
Poskanzer and S. Voloshin,
arXiv:nucl-ex/98050010

Flow vector Q:

Qx = Σ w . pT . Cos (n Φ)
Qy = Σ w . pT . Sin (n Φ)

Ψn = tan-1(Qy/Qx) / n

n=1&2
for n = 1:
Y: rapidity in CM, norm. to Yprojectile

●

Rotation of pion azimuthal angle: Φ → Φ + π

35
09/04/2014
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Sub-event technique (1)
Poskanzer & Voloshin, Phys.Rev.C58:1671-1678,1998
Idea:

Y
1) Construct 2 event planes
from 2 sub-events A & B
→ sub-event planes ψA & ψB

ΨRP

ΨA
ΨB

2) Use correlation
bwt sub-event planes to infer
„full event“ plane resolution w.r.t
true reaction plane ψR

X

note:
separate flattening of sub-event planes

Trigonometry: cos(a - b) = cos(a) cos(b) + sin(a)sin(b)
→ cos (ψA – ψB) = cos ( { ψA - ψR } - { ψB – ψR } )
= cos(ψA - ψR) cos(ψB - ψR) + sin(ψA - ψR) sin(ψB – ψR)

Average over event sample (in centrality slices):
<cos (ψA – ψB)> = <cos(ψA - ψR)> <cos(ψB – ψR)>

„Sin“ term should vanish

Sub-event build with equal multiplicity → <cos(ψA – ψR)> ~ <cos(ψB – ψR)>
Sub-event
09/04/2014

resolution: <cos(ψA – ψR)> ~ sqrt( <cos (ψA – ψB)> )

36
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Sub-event technique (2)
Poskanzer & Voloshin, Phys.Rev.C58:1671-1678,1998
Sub-event resolution → full event resolution

Dependence of RP resolution
with sqrt(multiplicity)
(1): root of analytic equation with
Sub-event resolution
→ χsub
(2): χfull = χsub * sqrt(2)

(1)

(3)

(3): evaluate analytic equation
With χfull

referred to as « iterative method »
(2):
multiply by sqrt(2)
37
09/04/2014
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Sub-event technique (3)
Poskanzer & Voloshin, Phys.Rev.C58:1671-1678,1998
Sub-event resolution → full event resolution

Other method,
possible for small enough resolutions:
<cos(ψEP - ψR)> ~ linear with sqrt(M)
-> <cos(ψfull - ψR)> ~ sqrt(2) <cos(ψsub - ψR)>

referred to as « approximate method » … faster

38
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Sub-event technique with PSD: solution → 3 event planes
Poskanzer & Voloshin, Phys.Rev.C58:1671-1678,1998

PSD

STS

1 plane ψPSD: from full „PSD“ event

2 sub-event planes ψSTS1 & ψSTS2

<cos( ψPSD - ψR )> = sqrt(

09/04/2014

<cos( ψPSD - ψSTS1 )> <cos( ψPSD - ψSTS2 )>

<cos( ψSTS1 - ψSTS2 )>

In case sub-events build in different particle phase space locations
and feature different RP resolutions
→ need for 3 sub-events & 3 corresponding planes

)

39 39

Results

09/04/2014
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Au(2 AGeV)+Au
full phase space (SHIELD)

1 hit on the
PSD front

full phase space (SHIELD)

≥4 STS hits

10/04/2014

Au(35 AGeV)+Au
full phase space (SHIELD)

1 hit on the
PSD front

full phase space (SHIELD)

≥4 STS hits

done with event_diagnostic.C (can do more)
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STS

09/04/2014

Au+Au: Ekin from 2 to 35 AGeV

PSD
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Estimate of correction factors for v1
Au(6 AGeV)+Au

09/04/2014
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